Dear Sir,

With reference to your document SITES & POLICIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENT. The suggested site of 31, HEYDON ROAD, SW19 1DT houses THE PHOENIX PROJECT ACTION FOR CHILDREN AND MERTON YOUTH CENTRE. so is ideal for its most valuable use from 9-5 daily with ample car parking space which keeps parked cars off the road as they enter from Holmes Road. Should this be altered as suggested in your plan to community and residential it would create overcrowding and major problems for this location.

With the siting of the new Mosque to be built on the opposite corner accommodating approx. 600 people for meetings the residence of HEYDON Road will be the losers once more.

There is also the AHM-Saints School at the other end of this short road which adds to the density of pedestrians gaining access to both the school and the AHM-Saints Housing Estate

Please take these points into consideration.

Yours sincerely,